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TEACHlNG RUSSIAN IN JAPAN 
(Ethno-Sketch) 

GALINA AVAKIANTS 

Teaching Russian in Japan dates back to the 1 8th century. From the very first contacts 

between Russia and Japan both languages were studied for practical purposes, but regular 

teaching for professional purposes appeared relatively late, at the end of the XIX century, 

when an interpreter's school was opened. Before that " . . . Japanese specialists in Dutch 

served for purposes of communication with Russians or those who learnt Russian by them-
selves" ' 

It is common knowledge that nowadays the decision to learn a certain language is also 

influenced mainly by its possible practical use. 'Pure' interest also exists. In the 
case of the Russian language the waves of interest can be seen very clearly : for example the 

older generation of Russian specialists in Japan were fascinated by the leftist movement (the 

same as everywhere else in the world) and idealized the Soviet Union ; now the younger gen-

eration as in other countries starts learning Russian because of the commercial potential. 

I'd like to relate my own experience of teaching in Japan. 

My first surprise was to discover the same tendencies in teaching and learning foreign 

languages as in Russia. The learning of foreign language can be pursued for various purposes 

to learn to read fiction, scientific literature, or newspapers, or one may want to master eve-

ryday conversation or just learn some scientific vocabulary. Anyway, the tasks are divided 

into mastering either the written or oral aspects of the language. In Japan, surprisingly simi-

lar to Russia, the written aspect seems to be regarded as being more important by people. For 

example, it would be considered normal if a university graduate could brilliantly read and 

write an oriental language, even ancient texts, and yet stammers when speaking it. (TO be 

fair I should mention that of course different school traditions do exist. The University of 

Viadivostok traditionally was oriented toward training interpreters, whereas St.Petersburg 

University has an old traditional scientific school, specializing in the reading of old 

manuscripts.) Nobody would conceive of such a situation for modern European languages, 

but with oriental languages it is 'excusable', "they are so difficult..." 

Similarly in Japan the gap between mastering the written and oral aspects of a foreign 

language is striking, but the attitude towards it is rather tolerant : "it's so difficult..." 

In Europe or the USA however learning a foreign language means before everything the 

ability to speak it. Thus a weak knowledge of the written aspect is, in its turn, excusable. I 

could highlight this with numerous examples : a Japanese or Russian can maintain a conver-

sation on practically any topic, making lots of mistakes of course, but producing an inex-

haustible stream of passive vocabulary, whereas an American or European would talk 
fluently to you on . .. 3 to 5 topics. One step beyond-and there's little vocabulary. 

Respectively it refers to the simultaneous study of the country and culture when a for-

* Ivanova, p.14 
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eign language is being learnt. For Russians and Japanese it's a part of the tradition, while in 

America and Europe these aspects are separated. Funnily enough the hierarchy of languages 
(1 mean psychological attitudes) into more simple or more complicated and therefore a higher 

or lesser 'excusability' for not mastering them, which exists is common to all the countries 

mentioned. 
In Russia it is impossible not to speak a modern European language (such as English, 

German, French) after graduating from an appropriate college. [This may be connected with 

the old tradition of having learned to speak those languages from one's childhood.] But if one 

doesn't speak, Iet us say, Albanian - then it is further up the hierarchy and therefore is a 

lesser sin. In Japan similarily such a hierarchy assumes that you must be able to speak 

Korean or Chinese, but not speaking a European language is therefore a smaller sin. 

Closely connected to this is a homework hierarchy : an oral task wouldn't even be con-

sidered (even if an oral examination is to be set - an aspect which is always a stress for 

Japanese students), however a written homework will be completed perfectly. 

What can be considered Japanese peculiarities in learning Russian? 

A series of sets of ritual behaviour exists, which surely occur when learning other lan-

guages as well. These are : the necessity of looking a person directly in the eye (for Japanese 

a direct look is not polite, however an evasive look is very negative for Russians); the neces-

sity to speak using a stronger voice, and finally the most difficult, the necessity of addressing 

the person you are talking to directly, using direct adressing forms. (AS We know, for a 

Japanese the polite address is exclusively in the 3 rd person). Students are usually very 

amused when this direct construction is taught in class, but never use it in conversation. [It 

is interesting to mention, that Russians when learning German tend to avoid the German 
construction "Sie, was mbchten Sie?" as it is absolutely impolite in the Russian language.] 

It is widely known that motivation is a deciding factor in learning foreign languages. 

Russian is usually a second foreign language, therefore it's often a university requirement and 

not a student's own choice. Therefore, the singular aim to pass and then forget the language 

immediately will infiuence students' behaviour during the whole period they are learning it. 

It can turn out to be even comical. For a example, a student of mine addressed me before the 

examination, made a passionate speech about the difbculties of the Russian language and 
offered . . . to read a piece of Russian literature translated into Japanese and write a subsequent 

resum~ to get a credit. 

Usually at the very beginning students' reactions to the teacher's questions and remarks 

make one confused : if a question asked seems to be difficult a student immediately consults 

his comrades from all four sides, even if it is a test (a similar situation is hardly acceptable 

in Russia) ; an old trick usually just of bad students, i.e. murmuring, re-asking several times 

etc, suddenly seems acceptable behaviour for the the whole class. It is a long and hard strug-

gle to teach a student to give an answer to a question, even if the answer is wrong. In their 

turn students get extremely irritated when a teacher continues waiting for an answer, when 

the student has already clearly shown by using all of the above-mentioned methods that he 

is unwilling or cannot give an answer. 

"It took me at least four lessons before my patient waiting for an answer from weak stu-

dents stopped being taken as something very unpleasant and started to be taken simply as be-

ing normal for me"2 

' Giacomuzzi, p.20 
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In general all the attempts to create an atmosphere of active intercommunication faced sev-

eral hurdles. First - boys/girls. When improvising dialogues it's difiicult to get the students to 

speak with a partner of the opposite sex. Naturally, to create a 'mixed' society the teacher 

should propose a special way for the students to take their seats ; normally, they produce 

'girls rows' and 'boys rows'. 

The second problem is to change the style of speech, make it more conversational, make 

students use the 2nd person singular when speaking to each other. Third, the ability to 

roleplay in the lesson, to use roleplay and create a variation on the already learnt dialogue. 

We know that even simple repetition of certain constructions and dialogues during lessons is 

very effective and leads to a certain level of automatic usage, but produces a negative reaction 

from learners. " . . . Iearners generally do not regard mere repetition in the language classroom 

as a serious activity . . . " 3 ) The author of the book from which the above quote was taken ex-

plains that by doing drills they cannot express themselves. But my students were definitely 

stunned when offered the opportunity to roleplay, not to merely repeat but to create a similar 

situation and play with the new words, they seemed to enjoy more just reproducing the same 
initial dialogue (every single pair!). 

Strange as it is for me, working in groups creates big problems. 

Students tend to communicate with the teacher individually, though group-work allows 

them more practice at the lesson. It may be a product of the traditional "oriental" attitude to 

the teacher, the system of question/answer, where a student immediatly gets the information 

based on the teacher's knowledge ; this always seems preferable, rather than getting it by 

themselves and possibly making a mistake.4 

It is worth mentioning the attitude to homework. I have already mentioned, that an oral 

task does not have full status and even hardworking students don't push themselves to pre-

pare it. With written tasks we have to take measures against the typical reaction of rejection;" 

and keep the writing within the limits of the language to be practised, Iearners seem per-

versely to deviate from the content specified thus producing unpredicted errors of language." 3 

The situation arises due to the lack of speaking means, and as all of us know that an in-

ability to express ourselves at the adequate level makes us feel ourselves in a position of being 

a child. In group training this is aggravated as "initial anxiety or anxiety-hostility conflict" 4 

a ppears. 

This is when each of the participants is worried about how much the others know. As 

Curran shows stability within a group is achieved through the levelling of the participants, 

where the best one retreats into shadow, "usually trying to minimize his knowledge, and even 

apologize for it, since he recognized his threat to the group's security and his own isolated po-

sition" 5 

In my case the conflict was solved less satisfactorily and not in a typical way. Although 

a student, who was able to speak significantly better than the others, motivated them to study 

harder, in the end of the ends he sort of 'frightened them oir the continuation of their stud-

ies. 

= Prabhu, N.S., p.64 

' This reminds me of an misunderstanding we came across during a language practice in Mongolia as students. our 

top~lass teacher was unpleasantly confused because we didn't put questions to him. We, in our turn, were annoyed 

because ot our lack of setf-study. mustration : we come across unknown words in a text, the teacher sufflers because 

we don't ask him, we suffler bccause there's no dictionary and are ashamed to ask such a trivial question. 

= Curren. Charies, p. 150 
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One of the most unusual peculiarities in my teaching practice is the total absence in 

Japanese students of the concept of 're-telling of the text', that means that without special 

training a student can either learn the text by heart, or read it or give answers to the ques-

tions. However any logically built re-telling of the text in the student's own words is abso-

lutely impossible at the task and comprehension level ; it is completely obvious that similar 

tasks had never been set before the students at any previous stage of their learning process. 

After presistent training they started re-telling to a certain extent, but not all of the students 

managed to do it satisfactorily. 

It is only natural that learning any foreign language leads to an encouter with the other 

mental system involved. In my case it is interesting to draw examples from Russian literature 

course. My students of the second year were very embarrassed by the 'love' theme, which is 

nearly always present in Russian literature. The 'love theme' , so important and characteristic 

of the Russian literature of practically any period, and the tension of the love-intrigues are 

perceived by the student as artificial, and as situations non-existing in real life. Thus, in 

Chekhov's "Lady with a dog" the intimacy of the heroes is absolutely impossible (in the stu-

dent's perception) and love is totally inconceivable, "they have known each other too short a 

time for that". Love from the first glance as a category invariably causes polite doubt. The 

complicity of the situation, doubts, soul struggle and all other soul passions are met with dis~ 

trust and dislike : "If they really love each other they should divorce their spouses and live t(> 

gether". The juxtaposition "Love versus Duty" in a Russian sense is not perceptible and 

meets negative reaction. 

The speed and time-pace at which human relationships start to be maintained (even not 

romantic!) Ieaves the students with the feeling of unreality. For example, the mise-en-sc~ne 

in the "Rodnya" [,,Relatives"] movie, where two passengers in the compartment switch from 

tension to 'old-friends" talk after a funny episode of going through the tunnel breaks the ice 

(the light goes out, they are both frightened, then total relief comes and that is what brings 

them closer - something very psychologically understandable) is treated by the student with 

disbelief "it doesn't happen like that in real life". And in general the psychological 'clich~s' 

drawn by Michalkov, designating and illustrating schematically as theatre decorations the 

characters and relationships between them, are not deciphered by the students. (An illustra-

tion to that is when one of the personages - a girl - is trying to create distance for herself, pro-

tecting herself from all the insanity in the relations between her grown up relatives : parents 

and grandmother, and therefore is always wearing earphones. Students when asked 'Why is 
she wearing the earphones?' -give an answer : "Because she loves musrc ) 

Likewise comments appear when the students first read the "Queen of Spades" by 
A.Pushkin. The whole general pattern of behaviour is absolutely strange and alien to the stu-

dents, the actions of the heroes seem insane, deprived of logic, it is hard to perceive the 

behaviour of the main hero - Hermann and make comments on it, the difference between love 

and an action motivated by calculation is not recognised ; in general it seems hard to com-

ment on emotional motivations, e.g, of Lisa. Just another type of pattern is implanted in the 

heads of the students. 

It's interesting that after a year of dealing with Russian stories and the discussion of 

them, watching Russian movies and discussing them, Iearning and being exposed to various 

other aspects of "Russian spirit", gradually and unnoticeably the 'insanity perception' van-

ishes and turns into recognizable patterns. Thus, reading 'The Sunstroke" by I.Bunin students 
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were not shocked by the situation (as they surely would have been previously!) and the com-

ments were quite adequate. I could only see a one-sided view in the estimation of the heroes, 

that is to appreciate the heroes as being either 100% Positive or 100% negative, the contra-

dictions, complicated features were not acknowledged (or perceived?). 

Anyway, it is obviously difficult to understand a hero as a multidimensional person. Let 

us take Nadezda in the "Shadowed alleys" by I.Bunin as an example. The students identify 

her exclusively as an example of a true love, other features of her character or any possible 

doubts concerning the idea of the story, escape them. 'Russian love-story' isn't the only in-

comprehensible theme. An interesting reaction occurred to Chechov s stones "Unter 
Pnshibeev" and "Chameleon" as well as to the novel by Zamyatin "We". If A.Chekhov 
mocks the behaviour of Prishibeev and thus the whole system of false importance, implanted 

by a bureaucratic hierachic system, Japanese students do not find this behaviour in the slight-

est funny or strange ; therefore the decision of the court in favour of the peasants is also taken 

ambivalently, comments such as : "Even nowadays our court would make a decusron m 
favour of the officer" come out. They face the same psychological problems with the 
"Chameleon" story. "Of course rt matters whom the dog belongs to ll " and hence the actions 

of the policeman are totally justified (and there's no reason for mocking him). 

In the case of Zamyatin we also see that an emotional estimation meets with some 
difficulties. Students simply don't grasp at first that the life depicted is not full, that freedom, 

emotions, individual space are lacking. The grotesque lines are at first taken as real and nor-

mal; it is not clear why this life is bad (this strangely coincides with the initial position of the 

hero of the noveD ; only after the commentary of the teacher and numerous discussions the 

initial perception changes towards critical analysis. I think, that such a non-critical or bewil-

dered reaction towards the criticism of bureaucratic or state institutions in literature results 

from the hierarchy of everyday Japanese life. 

In fact sometimes it appears that students seem not to understand what this 'digging into 

the text' - i.e. Iiterary analysis is needed for ; Iiterature and literary works are (to their mind) 

seen more as a fixed imprint of numerous and various pictures. 

Here I am not the only one experiencing similar problems, it seems that nowadays this 

question is arising frequently, it reveals " ... the relationship between reading in a foreign lan-

guage and teaching literature . . . This is an area which has been neglected in recent discus-

sions of language teaching, while practice has continued to relate the two"'. In real life the 

syllabus includes in itself not only the usage of language, but the whole aesthetic, cultural 

and educational complex. 

"Both literature and language teaching involve the development of a feeling for lan-

guage, of responses to 'texts'- in the broadest sense of the word - in both written and spoken 

discourse." 7 In general it's very difficult to know the difference in a teacher's aims : to use the 

reading of literary texts in order to deepen the knowledge of the language ; to read literary 

texts in order to teach 'culture' 8, and at last for which language level which teaching pro-

gram would be optimal. 
In this general schematic analysis of the peculiarities of teaching Japanese students 

Russian I didn't strive to make critical remarks, it's more of an essay genre which presents 

' Brumfit, C.J., pp.184, 186 

' Long, Michael, p.42 

' Literature and education, p.23 
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a 'slice' of the teaching/learning process. 

A different situation arises during studies with adults. Despite the widely known fact 

that a grown-up student still tends to reproduce a schooltime model of learning (or the above-

described collegetime) nevertheless motivation is a significant factor when differentiating 

adult students into categories. Here we end up with two major groups : those who learn a lan-

guage for their own pleasure and those who immediately need it. As has already been de-

scribed above working capacity strikes you first. Despite the common problems for everybody 

in this international field of teaching/learning foreign languages, the persistency and depth of 

knowledge of the Japanese students continues to astonish me assuming of course if (and only 

if ?!) they have enough motivation. To conclude I'd like to describe a real wonder I came 

across in my teaching- 'a wonder of an urgent situation' and to draw on a well-known 
Russian anecdote to illustrate it. It involves a student who was unexpectedly told he had to 

take an examination in Chinese (and the Chinese language is seen as a symbol of the most 

difbcult of languages for Russians). The student isn't horrified (since it is in the psychological 

nature of students to deal with lots of examinations with almost no time for preparation), he 

merely asks the number of the room the exam is going to take place in. (He has no doubt he'll 

manage to learn the language at a passable level). On the whole everybody understands that 

the above-described situation isn't realistic and is only to mock the nature of students. To my 

utter surprise something like this happened to me in reality. Several lazy students who did 

nothing during the whole year and could barely utter a few words in Russian and who I felt 

were sure to fail the examination, in almost no time read and answered orally the summer 

homereading!! It is no secret that they used the notes written out by their more studious 

colleages, and possibly a translation as well, but it doesn't change the fact, that they had to 

answer orally (and this is always problematic for Japanese) my meticulous questions, retell 

the story, find in the text the tiny details I was asking them for, deciphering my questions as 

well!! This small wonder proves my deep faith in motivation and not ability when mastering 

foreign languages. 
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